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What are we going to do during this presentation?
• The Netherlands in a nutshell

• Dutch organized crime policies in chronological order: 1992 – 2022
• Setting priorities in the field of organized crime
• An integrated approach (crime prevention measures and investigation)
• Opportunity structure for organized crime in The Netherlands
• Preventing organized crime in The Netherlands
• Experience gained with the preventative approach to organized crime
• Obstacles in the partnership approach preventing organized crime
• Conclusions
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The Netherlands in a nutshell
The Netherlands
• 41,543 sq km
• Coastline: 415 km
• Population: 17,002,093
• Capital: Amsterdam, 1.044 million
• Urban population: 83%
• Independence: 23 January 1579
• Legal system: based on civil law system incorporating French
penal theory
• GDP: € 678.5 billion
• GDP per capita: € 37,900
• Unemployment rate: 4.5%
• Internet users: 16.490 million
• Illicit drugs: major European producer of synthetic drugs,
including ecstasy, and cannabis cultivator, important gateway for
cocaine, heroin and hashish entering Europe.
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Dutch organized crime policies in chronological order: 1992 - 2022
1992
First official policy plan presented to
Dutch Parliament: not only repression
but also the need for a preventive
approach (administrative approach)

1998
Publication of the first edition of the
Organized Crime Monitor: utilize the
knowledge gathered during large-scale
criminal investigations to gain insight
into the nature of organized crime in
the Netherlands

2004
First National Threat Assessment Organised Crime
(police/public prosecutors office) : for year policy
cycle signaling and setting priorities to tackle
organized crime

2011- 2017
Targeting on “criminal joint ventures” by
the strategy of an integrated approach,
disrupting the socio- economic factors
and break down underlying structures,
focus on vulnerable sectors

1992

2022

1993 - 1995
Parliamentary Inquiry Commission Van Traa :
address breeding grounds for crime and
organized crime by extending developing and
executing instruments for the administrative
approach toward organized crime

2000 – 2007
Start of the ‘’logistic approach” : thorough
knowledge of, for example, the logistics or
the facilitators of criminal association applied
to synthetic drugs en cocaine smuggling

2007 – 2011
National programme “integrated
approach tackling organized crime”: pilot
with ten Regional Information and
Expertise Units;one National Unit .
Situational crime preventive approach
towards trafficking in Human Beings and
cannabis cultivation

2018 - present
Nationwide Fund of 100 million
Euro to further extent the
integrated approach to prevent
and investigate organized
crime. In 2022, €434 million of
which will be structural funding.
Set-up of a ‘’National Strategic
Venture Organized C rime’’

 Development from a pure criminal justice / repressive approach towards a broad administrative and integrated ’joined up

partnership approach’ : Combination of preventing, investigating and prosecuting organized crime
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Organized crime in The Netherlands: Setting priorities


Four year policy cycle



Based on National Threat
Assessment Organized Crime,
2017-2022



Predictive



34 organized crime
phenomena



Signalling new developments
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Threats

No Threat

White spot

Cocaine
Heroine
Cannabis
Synthetic drugs
Human trafficking
Sexual exploitation
Labour exploitation
People smuggling
Illegal firearms (explosives)
Money Laundering
Child pornography
Fraud
Organised burglary

Illegal gambling
Match fixing
Organ trade
Some forms of fraud

Telecom fraud
Organised shoplifting
Blackmail/extortion
Fencing property
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International crime groups operating in The Netherlands


Cocaine: Eastern European,
Italian, Albanian, Turkish and
Maroccan



Heroin: Turkish



Synthetic drugs: Polish



Human trafficking: Bulgarian
and Hungarian
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Opportunity structure for organized crime in the Netherlands: implications for crime
prevention policies
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Extensive high-speed internet



A high degree of urbanization



A high number of national and international movements of
goods and services (Schiphol, Port of Rotterdam)



Relatively high wealth and an advanced technological and
IT infrastructure



Open borders



Physical and social relations with drug producing countries
such as South-America, Maroco, Turkey, Caraïben)



Relative mild sentencing climate



Conclusion: Numerous of opportunities for illegal
activities where the Netherlands acts as a transit country
in some cases and as a destination or production country
in others



This situation requires high levels of investment in
(situational) crime prevention measures. Another
requirement is the need to tailor the policy of prevention
to the opportunity structure that is a breeding ground for
organized crime.

Not only repression and investigation but also various forms of crime prevention to reduce
organized crime
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Prevention focuses on removing the causes of
crime instead of punishing the offender



Prevention focuses primarily on the period before
the offence rather than the one after it



Prevention relies on a multitude of actors (the
police, local government, civic organizations,
individuals and the business sector), as opposed
to the pure criminal justice system approach,
which is primarily based on criminal law



Prevention focuses on the victim, the opportunity
structure and the offender, which makes it wider
in scope than an exclusively repressive, offenderbased approach



There is a wealth of convincing empirical evidence
that crime prevention is effective

Dutch organized crime strategy: An integrated partnership
approach
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›

Disrupting economic model of organized crime

›

Investigating and prosecuting: high level but also
minor cases to get intelligence

›

Multi-agency approach (joined-up / partnership
government)

›

Break down underlying opportunity structures,
focus on vulnerable sectors

›

Offender-oriented family approach: socioeconomic factors at the neighborhood level

›

Administrative measures to prevent organized
crime

›

Also at the international level: Europol, Eurojust
United Nations
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Targeted preventive focus in The Netherlands: drugs industry
is ´king´
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From all available knowledge sources it is clear
that the drugs industry is by far the largest illegal
market in The Netherlands (40 percent of the
estimated size)



This covers the production of synthetic drugs; the
illegal production of cannabis; the import and
export of cocain and heroin; illegal financial
transactions and money laundering



Huge criminal profits are an indispensable part of
the criminal business process



The use of excessive violence in public spaces,
threats to local administrators and other
government officials, intimidation and corruption
and the emergence of parallel societies in some
cities are closely linked to the illegal drug industry

Characteristics of offenders active on drug markets in The Netherlands
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Dynamic  so, a dynamic drug policy
Adaptive  offenders ’quick learning model’
Offender replacement  almost no ’vacancies’
Polymorph  picking their share from various markets
(generalists versus specialists)
Closed  omerta  Contract killings
Distrust / investment risks
’Mild’ Dutch penal climate  compared to other EU
contries
Analyse logistics of criminal operations understanding the
logistics - possibilities for prevention
‘’Iron law of crime concentration’’
Recruitment of Maroccan youngsters
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Experience gained with the preventative approach to organized crime in The
Netherlands: Administrative measures to prevent organized crime


Screening of applicants for licences



Screening of applicants for subsidies



Screening of tenderers



Refusing and revoking permits under the local spatial
plan regime



Municipal by-laws



Closure and expropriation of premises



Seizing of assets



The administrative approach is characterized by strict
enforcement policies and comprehensive integrity
ethics awareness, which seeks to prevent criminal
groups from infiltrating the lawful environment
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Schematic overview of potential measures to prevent organised crime
Primary, offender-focused

Secondary, offender-focused Tertiary, offender-focused

Reduce school drop-out rates

Take action against ‘rising
stars’
Offer positive alternatives

Raise awareness of criminal activities
Reach out to specific target groups (crime does not pay)
Disrupt group dynamic processes
Highlight positive role models (sports, music)
Increase the chance of getting caught

Primary, situation-focused
Improve the reputation of areas
Grant operating permits
Grant housing permits
Grant certificates of conduct
Enforce the Hemp Farm Agreement
Install CCTV
Operate a zero-tolerance policy

Offer family/multi-problem
support
Organise coaching by highly
regarded mentors
Focus on facilitators (at-risk
occupations)
Detect problems with at-risk
groups at an early stage
Adopt a selective Top-X
approach

Secondary, situation-focused
Implement screening and stringent codes
of conduct
Screen at-risk sectors preventively
Enforce the Public Administration
(Probity Screening) Act
Operate a phase-out policy
Impose exclusion orders
Take administrative enforcement action
Enforce the Criminal Refuge Agreement

Step up probation
supervision
Impose electronic house
arrest
Name and shame facilitators
Refer to debt restructuring
services
Impose the equivalent of a
serious crime prevention
order (UK)
Relocate high-level drugs
manufacturers
Identify at-risk prisoners in
penal institutions
Offer new/alternative
lifestyles
Organise exit programmes
Tackle criminal ringleaders
Increase penalties for Opium
Act offences to raise
deterrent

Tertiary, situation-focused
Focus on underground banking
Push back on illegal weapons
Enforce Section 13b of the Opium Act
Enforce the Victor Act
Issue emergency orders
Impose administrative detention
Operate a stop-and-search policy
Close down/expropriate premises

Screen non-traditional financial
institutions
Primary, victim-focused
Raise awareness of organised crime
Offer assertiveness training
Offer incentives (including financial
ones) to increase the willingness to
report offences
Refer to Crimestoppers NL

Secondary, victimfocused
Raise awareness of
victimhood
Combat the
vulnerability of
straw persons
Spread out ‘problem
tenants’
Reduce dependence
on illegal substances

Tertiary, victim-focused
Protect victims/witnesses
Prevent repeat victimhood
Adopt a ‘hot spot’ approach
Monitor for illegal
employment

Intermezzo: Government policies itself can actually provide
opportunities for organized crime to evolve
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›

Laws and regulations may have unforeseen
criminogenic effects, leading to the creation of
lucrative organized crime markets

›

When introducing a ban on, or reducing, popular
(illegal) goods or services;

›

When removing, reducing or intensifying monitoring
and enforcement;

›

When granting certain responsibilities to employees
within government bodies;

›

When introducing environmental decisions that
involve additional financial levies (removal
contributions);

›

When introducing a concession on a tax or another
levy;

›

When introducing a subsidy scheme or compensation
scheme;

›

When introducing an increase to a value added tax
on goods, services and products.
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Obstacles in the partnership approach preventing organized crime:
Experiences from The Netherlands (but almost universal in character)
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›

Obstacle: There is often insufficient or inadequate cooperation between the
various parties

›

Solution: A more binding framework to enforce effective cooperation is
critical to being able to move forward

›

Obstacle: There are often shortcomings in respect of the provision of
knowledge between cooperation partners

›

Solution: C reate a central hub for the targeted dissemination of that
knowledge

›

Obstacle: Local authorities are often unconvinced that they are dealing with
criminal organizations within their municipalities

›

Solution: It is vital that the local dynamics and any counter responses within
illicit markets should be monitored continually

›

Obstacle: The outcomes of the partnership approach is often unclear

›

Solution: Substantive investment should be made to gain more knowledge
on the impact or outcomes of the preventive partnership approach to
organized crime

›

Obstacle: Relevant partners demonstrate a lack of responsibility and
awareness, with the issue of organized crime being ignored

›

Solution: It is vital to critically examine whether the mantra of cooperation
and collaboration has taken root in practice. This will require a more critical
analysis of active and inactive partnerships
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More knowledge about preventing organized crime? See ´pearls of
knowledge´ at: https://prohic.eu/pearls-of-knowledge/
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›

Organised crime in Europe: Emerging trends and policy challenges.
https://prohic.eu/2022/03/29/373-29-march-2022-organised-crime-ineurope-emerging-trends-and-policy-challenges/

›

Italian Organized C rime since 1950. https://prohic.eu/2022/02/28/352-28february-2022-italian-organized-crime-since-1950/

›

Organized crime groups: A systematic review of individual-level risk factors
related to recruitment. https://prohic.eu/2022/02/14/341-14-february-2022organized-crime-groups-a-systematic-review-of-individual-level-risk-factorsrelated-to-recruitment/

›

Organised crime and undermining. https://prohic.eu/2022/02/04/336-4february-2022-organised-crime-and-undermining/

›

Organised crime and criminal careers: Findings from an Australian sample.
https://prohic.eu/2021/12/15/311-15-december-2021-organised-crime-andcriminal-careers-findings-from-an-australian-sample/

›

The Impact of Organised C rime on the EU’s Financial Interests.
https://prohic.eu/2021/08/23/254-23-august-2021-the-impact-of-organisedcrime-on-the-eus-financial-interests/

›

European Union serious and organised crime threat assessment 2021, A
corrupting influence: The infiltration and undermining of Europe’s economy
and society by organised crime. https://prohic.eu/2021/04/13/198-13-april2021-european-union-serious-and-organised-crime-threat-assessment-2021a-corrupting-influence-the-infiltration-and-undermining-of-europeseconomy-and-society-by-organised-crime/
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Conclusions (almost universal in character)
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›

Since 1992 the Dutch organized crim e pre vention strategy is characterized by a joint
partne rship or integrated approach

›

Local government has a special re sponsibility

›

O rganized crime will occur whe re ver the opportunities or circumstance s are m ost
favorable

›

Pre ve ntative measures therefore focus primarily on shaping the opportunity structure

›

The le vel of organization of organized crime is overestimated

›

The diversity and fluid nature of partnerships betwe en criminal groups is
unde restimated

›

The e xtent to which crim inal activities and legitimate business activities are linked is
unde restimated

›

O rganized crime groups strongly rely on public a nd semi-public spaces

›

The re has been a significant increase in the number of potential m easures to re duce
the scope and seriousness of organized crime

›

The re is a lack of sound e valuation studies

›

Gove rnment policies actually provide opportunities for organized crime to evolve

›

Finally, ´prevention is better than cure´
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